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In January, 2010, the Washington State Arts Commission released its second statewide report on the status of arts education in our K-12 public schools.  The publication is called “K-12 Arts Education:  Every Student, Every School, Every Year.”  It is part of the ongoing Arts Education Research Initiative, or “AERI.”The full 150-page Research Report, as well as the 30-page booklet, are available on the WSAC website – www.arts.wa.gov.



Every Student, Every School, Every Year

“The arts can help 
students become 

tenacious, team-oriented 
problem solvers who are 

confident and able to think 
creatively.”

– Arne Duncan,
U.S. Secretary of Education
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This quote, from U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan, is significant not only because of what it says about the value of arts learning, but also because it signals increasing understanding by mainstream education leaders about the role of the arts in K-12 education.There has been so much research that validates arts education, and so many frameworks for understanding its value… 21st century skills - collaboration, innovation Brain research – emotional intelligence, metacognition Habits of mind – observation, perseveranceThe WSAC report takes this work as foundational background, and focuses not on proving the educational value of the arts, but also on demonstrating what resources and opportunities are and are not available in Washington State’s public schools.



Every Student, Every School, Every Year

Though the arts are 
recognized as a core 
academic subject in 

Washington State and 
across the nation, K-12 arts 

education is fraught with 
inequities.
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A key premise for us is this:  Though the arts are recognized as a core academic subject in Washington State and across the nation, K-12 arts education is fraught with inequities.There are inequities between arts and other core subjects – in terms of time taught, teacher prep, and everything elseAnd, there are inequities from district to district, school to school, sometimes even teacher to teacher.



AERI – Rationale

Current Status:
 WA has good arts policy
 There is a gap between policy and practice

Needs:
 Students need more & better arts education
 Education stakeholders and policy makers need 

more & better data to collectively work towards 
this goal
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There are several key points that frame the AERI project.  Current Status:  We HAVE good arts policy: EALRS and GLEs, as defined by OSPI The arts – including dance, music, theatre, and visual arts – are defined as core content areas in Washington State's definition of basic education. Currently, one arts credit required for HS grad; state school board has passed new recommendations calling for two arts creditsHowever:  Having these things in place does not automatically translate into high quality arts instruction for all students at all grade levels.The gap between policy and practice is not unique to arts education, and not unique to WA.  But it is important to try to address.This leads to two key current needs: Kids need more and better arts education Data is needed to support collective work to address first needAERI GOALSTo present an clear and accurate “snapshot” of current arts education in WA schoolsTo measure change over timeTo highlight areas of greatest needTo highlight and promote successful practicesTo share qualitative as well as quantitative data – stories and context as well as numbers and graphs



Primary Areas of Inquiry

 Frequency and Intensity of Instruction
 Curriculum
 Assessment
 Staffing and Professional Development
 Collaboration with Arts Organizations
 Funding
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The AERI survey covered many areas – these are key topics.Greater level of detail available in the full research report.



Survey Demographics
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SURVEY DEMOGRAPHICS: All K-12 schools in the state were invited to participate 478 schools responded – this translates to 21% response rate; the responding schools represent 25% of the state’s student population Response rate lower than ideal, but really strong alignment w/ state demographics shows good representation of state as whole: Map shows responses received from 37 out of 39 counties 7 counties w/ highest response are the 7 counties w/ highest K-12 pop Yellow dots represent site visits / interviews – got to 8 out of 9 ESD regions# of responses from Elementary, Middle, and High Schools are very well aligned w/ state as whole Example:  47% of AERI responses are from Elementary schools, and 48% of all schools in WA are Elementary SchoolsA chart in the AERI booklet demonstrates strong alignment w/ student demographics in terms of ethnicity, and % of students receiving free and reduced-price lunches.



Findings

 33% of elementary students are getting an 
average of less than one hour of arts 
instruction per week

 47% of schools offer instruction in only of the 
four primary arts disciplines
 8% of elementary schools and 4% of secondary 

schools provide formal arts instruction in all four 
arts disciplines

 34% of 8th graders attend a school where there is 
no instruction in visual arts 
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Some Key Findings… 33% of elementary students are getting an average of less than one hour of arts instruction per week Compare to reading and math:  usually at least 1 hr per day in each of these subjects, often 90 minutes each 47% of schools offer instruction in only of the four primary arts disciplines If only one discipline, which one? (answer:  Music, then VA, then T, then D) Related stats: Very few schools offer instruction in all four arts disciplines Even though visual arts is 2nd most likely discipline to be taught, 1/3 of 8th graders don’t have that option



Findings

 63% of principals are dissatisfied with the 
quantity of arts education in their schools 

 42% of principals say statewide testing gets in 
the way of meeting arts learning goals

 9% of schools offer no formal arts instruction 
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 63% of principals are dissatisfied with the quantity of arts education in their schools  This stat is disappointing in that there is so much dissatisfaction, but heartening in the sense that there is strong recognition among many principals that what they currently have in their school is not enough. Interestingly, a majority of principals are satisfied w/ QUALITY of what they do have – these two stats together indicate that they see value in what they have and that they want more of it 42% of principals say statewide testing gets in the way of meeting arts learning goals There are very real pressures around testing related to federal funding, so this is a legitimate concern; however, testing can also can be excuse, b/c there are many examples of schools who excel in arts programming AND in test scores, so it certainly can be done 9% of schools offer no formal arts instruction  May not seem like a problematic # to some, but what would happen to schools who decided not to offer math or reading?  What would people say if 9% of schools offered no formal instruction in English?



Availability of Arts Education

 Decrease in K-6 
hours since 2005

 Focus on state 
testing a possible 
influence
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This chart shows hours of ANNUAL arts instruction in each of four arts disciplines, for elementary (K-6) students.Decrease in hours since 2005If you look at Music, the most-taught discipline, you can see that the 2009 number is about 38/hrs a year.If you assume that a school year is about 40 weeks a year, then you see that music is taught, on average, less than 1 hour per week.For Theatre:  12 hours per year = an average of 15 minutes per week… or maybe one short residency project. 



Arts Curricula

 Disciplines and grade levels with written
curriculum

 At best:  40% for upper elem. music
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This slide shows the % of principals who reported having WRITTEN arts curriculum, by discipline and by grade level.At best, about 40% for elementary music courses.Related survey questions asked if the arts curriculum was aligned w/ State Standards, and if adopted by local School BoardAligned with State Standards (EALRs in the Arts): “Yes”:  58% said yes for music,  46% for visual arts,  under 10% theatre/dance “No”:   a few said “no” “I don’t know”: – about  6-10% not sure if the curriculum is aligned or notCurriculum adopted by local school board?Similar levels of answers.So what?  Why does it matter if curriculum is written, aligned, adopted? Possible answers include: Sustainability of the course Systemic approach, sequential lessons from grade to grade School board AWARENESS often correlates with support Intentional approach Able to be very articulate about learning goals, pass that on to students and parentsAsking the question raises the issue…



Arts Assessments 

Since 2005, significant change in assessment 
practice:
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How arts learning is being assessed is the biggest area of change from the 2005 AERI study to the 2009 AERI study.The number of schools reporting no arts assessments, or non-criteria based assessments has gone down, while the criteria-based assessments have increased significantly.This represents a positive change in practice – very likely because of OSPI’s work around assessments and CBPAs.Lots of work still ahead about best using assessments to inform teaching and learning, and there is still a steep learning curve for many districts, but definitely a positive step for arts education demonstrated here.



The Middle School Challenge

 WA is below the 
national average of 
numbers of 8th

graders taught by 
FT arts specialists

 Most districts in WA 
do not require any 
arts credits at the 
middle school level
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Around the same time as we were collecting data for the AERI report, there was a national study looking at some overlapping issues, so we were able to do a comparison on a few points related to arts learning at the middle school level.We found that Washington is below the national average in terms of the number of 8th graders who are taught by a full-time arts specialist in music and visual arts.We also found that most districts in the state do not require any arts courses at the middle school level.



Staffing

 Arts teachers account for an 
average of 6% of school’s teaching 
staff

 Average FTEs:
 Music = 1.16
 Visual Arts = .71
 Theatre = .12
 Dance = .05
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The full report includes a lot of data regarding staffing and professional development for arts teachers.This slide shows just a couple of headlines regarding staffing levels.A key thing here is simply the reinforcement of the hierarchy between disciplines – Music, Visual Arts, Theatre, Dance



Funding

District funds are most common and most 
important, but limited; many other funding 
sources are required.
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This chart shows how many different sources are used / needed to gather $ for arts education.The important part is perhaps not about the exact percentages or amounts, but about how much extra effort is required on behalf of parents and teachers and others in order to locate support for arts education, and this points to the common problem that not all schools have that level of “above and beyond” support.It is likely less common to see this kind of effort made to raise funds to support learning in other core subject areas.



Markers of Quality & Action Agenda

 Elements of Effective, 
Sustainable Practice

 Examples of Best 
Practices

 Yard Stick

 Practical options for 
moving forward

 Best next steps vary 
from district to district

 Everyone can play a 
role
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In each section of the AERI booklet, there are MARKERS OF QUALITY and suggestions for TAKING ACTION.These are not definitive lists, and what makes the most sense in one district might not make the most sense in another district – but overall, these lists represent a well-vetted set of best practices and action steps that can be used to help assess a school’s or district’s current situation, and what steps might help move things forward.



From Research to Action

 What’s going on 
locally?

 Catalyst for 
conversation

 Work needs to be done 
at all levels
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WSAC’s hope is that the findings from this research will be used by local districts to assess and improve local arts education efforts.Reading the full booklet, or better yet the full research report, will provide more depth, more of qualitative as well as quantitative info.The research results are a starting point; taking ACTION based on these results must be a shared responsibility by educators and community members.



Key Arts Education Partner

www.artsedwashington.org

A nonprofit organization devoted 
specifically and exclusively to advancing 
and increasing arts education in K-12 
schools.
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ArtsEd Washington works to ensure that all students in Washington state have access to a complete education that includes the arts. This organization was a key partner in the AERI project; their website is a great source for arts education information and resources, communication tools, and opportunities for schools, parents, and community members to get involved.



More Information:

www.arts.wa.gov/education/aeri.shtml

Lisa Jaret
Arts in Education Program Manager
Washington State Arts Commission

lisa.jaret@arts.wa.gov
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Again, the booklet as well as the full research report are downloadable from the WSAC website.And for further information, please contact Lisa Jaret at email address here.
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